
Library Books

Library books will be changed by Reception 

staff every fortnight on a Monday

We hope that lots of families will take this 

opportunity to enjoy a wide range of books 

and foster a love of reading.

Welcome back!

Within this newsletter you will find information about what your child will be learning between now and the end of 

the year. We will be working towards the Early Learning Goals in the ‘Development Matters’ document and they 

will be brought to life through our topic ‘Are Carrots Orange?'

We hope you find this information useful. If you have any questions, please feel free to speak to your child’s class 

teacher or Mrs Elton (EYFS Leader).

We hope you and your child have a great half term!

Homework

Task are put on Tapestry every Friday and should be completed and handed in or uploaded the following Friday. We try to vary the tasks to

cover different areas of learning. If you have any questions please post to Tapestry or speak to Mrs Bell at the drop off and collection times.

The school day begins at 

9.00am and finishes at

3:30pm. Arriving on time is 

essential.

Reminders

All children should bring a water 

bottle to school every day please, 

especially as the weather continues to 

get warmer. Water bottles should 

only contain plain water and must be 

named.

Children should also bring a sun hat as 

our outdoor area gets very sunny. 

On days when the sun is strong, 

children should come to school with 

sun cream already applied. You are 

welcome to send in a small named 

bottle of sun cream, which your child 

can apply themselves in the middle of 

the day.

All belongings should be clearly 

labelled with your child’s name.

Key Dates

Reports issued to parents – 2nd July

Break Up for Summer – 16th July

Tapestry

We love to see the learning and 

lovely activities your child 

experiences at home. Please 

remember to upload 

photographs, videos and comments to your 

child’s Tapestry online learning journal. 

You will receive a letter, during this half term, 

explaining how you can download and keep 

your child’s Tapestry journal. You will have a 

short window in which it can be downloaded 

so look out for this information.



Are carrots orange?

This half term, we’ll use our senses to investigate the foods, and bravely taste things we’ve 

never tried before! Using our research skills, we’ll read all about fruits and vegetables in 

non-fiction books. We’ll compare and sort different fruits and vegetables and create 

stunning still life paintings. Setting up a class supermarket will be lots of fun; we’ll make 

signs and labels and sell things to our friends. Following instructions and working together 

will help us to create healthy snacks, play team games and take part in our own sports 

events. We’ll also find out what happens to our bodies when we exercise and how what 

we do and eat can help us stay healthy.

Personal, Social and Emotional Development/ Transition

During this half term we will be preparing the children for the big step in their school life, 

as they move from the Early Years Foundation Stage into Key Stage One. Later in the term, 

the children will be given the chance to visit their new classroom and teacher. The children 

are usually mixed Starfish and Seahorses as they go into Year 1 and we think about the mix 

and balance of children very carefully. If you have any concerns about this please come and 

speak to a member of staff.

We also prepare the children by reading stories and talking to them during circle time. For 

some children it can be a little bit worrying, so if you can talk to your children about it at 

home in a very positive way and let us know what their worries are.

Literacy

We will continue to work within Phases 3 and 

4 of ‘Letters and Sounds’ phonics scheme. 

Children will be encouraged to use what they 

have learnt in phonics sessions to read and 

write sentences, writing for a sustained period 

of time and for a range of reasons. We will 

encourage them to read for a variety of 

purposes too.

Communication & Language

Talking underpins all of our learning in Early Years. During this half term, lots of our talk 

will help to build up the breadth of children’s vocabulary, as they learn the names and 

features of fruit and vegetables, including exotic fruits such as mango, passion fruit and 

guava.

An equally important skill, is being able to listen to others, and the children will listen and 

follow instructions on how to make a simple fruit kebab. We will listen to the story of 

Handa’s Surprise’ and re-tell and sequence the story using props and masks.

Reading

We will explore texts linked to our 

topic such as Oliver’s Vegetables’ as 

well as other non-fiction books to 

find out about planting and growing. 

We will read the labels on food 

packaging and write our own. We will 

talk about what we have read to 

others and demonstrate that we 

understand what it is telling us.



Expressive Arts and Design

This half term the children will be 

encouraged to capture what they see 

through still life drawing and painting. 

We will read ‘Supertato’ and make 

potato and fruit faces. We will also 

continue to express ourselves through 

singing, dancing and making music, as 

we learn songs such as ‘One Potato, 

Two Potato’ and ‘Oranges and Lemons.’ 

We will set up a supermarket role play 

area and introduce a familiar narrative 

into our play.

Understanding the World

Digging up the produce we planted in the 

Spring term, we will look carefully at 

different kinds of fruit and vegetables, 

chopping and slicing it to see what is 

inside before tasting it. We will talk about 

family meal times and compare what we 

eat and how we eat with others, including 

those of different culture. To support this 

at home, you could look closely at foods 

you eat, help your children prepare meals 

and compare them to what you or 

grandparents ate as a child.

Maths

This half term, children will begin to understand the difference between 

odd and even numbers. They will share practical objects into groups and 

determine that those with equal sets are even, and those with one 

remaining object are odd.

Using specific mathematical vocabulary relating to length (shorter, longer), 

height (taller, shorter) and breadth (wider, narrower), children will make 

comparisons between objects. They will experiment with ways to 

measure; with rulers, meter sticks, handspan and cubes, as well as 

compare distances to see which are further or nearer. We will address 

the misconception that bigger items are always heavier as we investigate 

weight with our hands, balances and scales, and use this to help us 

compare and order light and heavy objects.

Through our topic, we will write numbers to 20 on the items in our shop 

and have a real reason to add and subtract, as we buy and sell items with 

friends.

Physical Development

We will strengthen our fine-motor muscles as we cut 

and chop fruit and vegetables. Digging outside, turning 

over soil and scooping it into containers will also 

support this.

We will get ready for sports day, practising a range of 

skills including throwing, catching, jumping, hurdling and 

bouncing. Children will also investigate the effect of 

exercise on our bodies, as well as the importance of 

sleep.


